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The interlude of the Gallery

The arts of the table in the 18th century

Jean-François de Troy, Le déjeuner d'huîtres, 1735, Chantilly, Musée Condé (inv. PE366)

The arts of the table were the object of particular attention and refinement

in the 18th century. A key element of French savoir-vivre, they were

cultivated by the aristocrats and inspired the European courts. The most

sumptuous meals were served according to a particular order: the French

service. Developed since the Middle Ages, it was codified in the 17th century

on French tables. This way of serving dishes corresponds to a succession of

services: starters and soups, roasts, meats and entremets and finally

desserts. At each service, all the dishes are laid out on the table, which

allows the guests to appreciate the sumptuousness of the meal offered to

them. Each guest then helps himself to whatever he likes from the dishes on

offer. The tableware is also set in a special way: glasses are not placed on the

table, but in coolers. Whenever a guest wishes to drink, the servant behind

him fills a glass and hands it to him, before placing it back in the cooler. 

 

Manufacture de Sèvres, Catherine II of Russia's service said "aux camées", 1776-1779,
Sèvres, Cité de la céramique (inv. MNC22602)

French service requires many dishes, each for a particular purpose. Serving

each need with an object or piece of furniture specifically dedicated to it

was a favourite attitude in the 18th century. Therefore goldsmiths and

porcelain manufacturers were commissioned to produce complex services

with a large number of pieces: soup tureens, oille pots, ravioli

pots, compotiers, terrines, sauce boats, etc. In 1776, Catherine II of Russia

ordered the largest and most expensive service ever made by the Sèvres

manufactory. It included nearly 800 original pieces and was also decorated

with 91 biscuit sculptures, making up the tableware. Catherine II was a

fervent lover of large table services: she was also behind the creation of the

Orloff service, produced between 1770 and 1773 by the Roëttiers father and

son. It is composed of nearly 3000 pieces and is of a rare quality of

execution.

In addition to these sets of porcelain and silverware, furniture was created

to meet the needs of the French service. Dining room tables and chairs were

accompanied by small serving pieces, sometimes with a cooler.

 

François Gaspard Teuné, Servante table, 1775, Versailles, Châteaux de Versailles et de
Trianon (inv. V.2018.28)

The 18th century was often characterised by the search for intimacy: this

concern is also reflected in the context of meals. From the 1730s onwards,

houses progressively had a room specifically dedicated to meals. The dining

rooms were given a special decor and adapted furniture. Smaller dinners

were regularly held in the Petits appartements. In the second half of the

century, the so-called "society meals" were popular, between the large

official dinners and the "private" meals. In these more intimate meals, the

servants bring the dishes and then withdraw. Pushing the search for

intimacy even further, "tables volantes” were developed: at the Petit Château

de Choisy, tables designed by the engineer Guérin de Montpellier in 1756

disappeared into the cellars where they were loaded with dishes before

being brought back up to the reception rooms. 

 

Anonyme, Queen Marie Lezszczynska's chocolate set, 1729-1730, Grand Palais
(inv. OA9598)

Gastronomy completed the range of tableware. French cooks made a name

for themselves in the 17th and 18th centuries, and were sought after by the

European courts. In the Age of Enlightenment, they created a "new cuisine",

lighter in spices, working with juices, broths and coulis and honouring

exotic dishes such as coffee, chocolate and tea. Cookery books appeared,

theorising the art of arranging food and bringing it closer to philosophy.

Vincent la Chapelle (end of the 17th century - around 1745), who worked for

the Prince of Orange, the Marquise de Pompadour and Jean V of Portugal,

published The Modern Cook in 1733. In his book, he describes the

"new cuisine" of the 18th century, adapting Dutch or English recipes or

medicinal broths from previous centuries.

 

Unknown, "Surtout", extract from Vincent La Chapelle, Le cuisinier moderne, qui apprend à
donner toutes sortes de repas, tome 1, 1735

The French table arts thus left their mark on the 18th century, with their

codes, refinement and magnificence. They were adopted throughout

Europe, but declined during the 19th century: French gastronomy remained

an undisputed reference, but French service was replaced by Russian

service, in which the dishes were presented one after the other and not

grouped into services, and were served directly to the guests, who then all

ate from the same dish at the same time.
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